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All Area Managers/ Addl GMs/ DGMs/ SE(C)/ SE(E)
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Sub: Prohibition of gathering/demonstration etc by outsiders in BSNL compound

In past there have been instances where outsiders have gathered in various BSNL
compounds in CTD for different issues. This issue has been discussed in several meetings and
strict instructions have already been given to deal with such situation sternly to maintain discipline
and ensure smooth functioning of the telephone installations and essential services of the
government. It is reiterated that if any such event reoccurs and outsiders gather in any of the BSNL
compounds without prior permission FIR should immediately be lodged by the concerned building

engaged by the contractors is found to be participating in such activities, it must be ensured that in
addition to lodging of FIR as above his attendance must be marked 'absent' by the concemed
contractor and the bill of the contractor must be reduced accordingly. The concerned unit heads
will be held for responsible for lapses if any in this regard.

It is requested that immediate and prompt action as mentioned above may be taken in
case of any gatheringl Dharana/ Demonstration by the outsiders in any BSNL compound without
proper permission failing which the matter will be viewed seriously and concerned unit head will be
held responsible.

Yours faithfully,
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GM (HR dmn.)
Copy to:

1. TS to CGM. CTD for information of CGM pI.
2. All PGMI Sr. GMs/ GMsl CE(C)/ CE(E) for information & necessary action
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GM (HR/Admn.)


